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Lee has a lot going for her, tons of money, true friends who will stand by her, an unexpected bonus

of extended life from advanced medial treatments, and a start at unraveling some of the pesky

secrets in the stars. But there is so much to do to take advantage of all these opportunities that

she's overwhelmed. Keeping all they've gained may not be easy. Their new allies have received a

follow-on delegation from their home world who seem determined to undo everything they

accomplished. The Earthies seem inclined to oppose their new exploration claims, and even her

helpful new friends from Central are a problem. They seem less forthcoming than she expected, and

the fellow Gabriel who lent them a hand turns out to be entirely too friendly for her taste. Eventually

everybody is going to find out Lee isn't just a sweet little girl if you keep getting in her way.
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I love the Family Law series and this bookÃ‚Â A Hop, Skip and a Jump (Family Law Book 4)Ã‚Â is

a fine example of why. Now it has merged with the April series, which I also enjoy. Lee and April in



the same room, Oh Joy! The fallout from Earth's disastrous decision about the Exploration Claims

Commission results in a political restructuring of the Space Powers. Watch Lee and April (actually, it

was the Sovereign Heather) divvy up human and alien space.I recommend this book and both

series, starting with the books 'April' and 'Family Law'. There are still some editing issues, 'Solar'

instead of System Bank, dropping 'New' from New Japan, or 'to', 'a', 'of', and 'the' from phrases. But

nothing too bad, at least, that I noticed. There were also some continuity issues, like Lee's lack of

knowledge of math and jump space theory and talking Badger rather than Trade.The only thing I

missed was there was little about the planet Providence. I would have liked to hear how the

development was going. Plus, Lee needs to build a house there to add to her collection (although a

space yacht - armed, of course - is more her style).

I love the Family Law and the April series, and have read them all multiple times (except for this new

one of course). New characters, with new directions building nicely on the old. The old characters

are presented in a new light. And on and on. Chandler does not write rapidly enough, at least for

me.

I was wondering if the author was going to merge both family law and the April series. I was hoping

he would and was glad he did. I would have given it 5 stars but the book ended rather abruptly for

my taste. Almost like he was in the middle of a sentence if you know what I mean.

Mackey continues developing a grand background for both his series with this one. If you haven't

already been following them, you really need to... Word is getting around and I think we'll be seeing

this on the cable entertainmentÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€¹ channels (like a SF version ofGoT). Chuckle

I reread the entire April series and Family Law one, two, and three before reading this book to

refresh myself on a wonderful series that began combining in Family Law 3 and progressed further

in this book. This was the perfect next book and I can't wait for more.

Mackey Chandler's writing is refreshing. He returns science fiction to the era when storytelling left a

reader satisfied.There is a bit of swearing, but it is minimal and character driven. This is a story well

worth reading - over and over again!

I love the April and Family Law series this is another great book in the series, can't wait for the next



one.

The book is a solid continuation of the series and well worth the read. But leaves us waiting for the

next installment!
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